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ABSTRACT 

It has been suggested that pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) 

pulsing might enhance the performance of the Oak Ridge Electron Linear 

Accelerator (ORELA) for neutron-induced, time-of-flight (TOF) cross-section 

measurements. In this technical memorandum, equations are developed 

for expected count rates, statistical variances, and backgrounds for a 

pulsing scheme in which a PRBS is superimposed on the periodic equal-

intensity ORELA bursts. Introduction of the PRBS modification permits 

neutrons of different energies originating from different bursts to 

reach the detector simultaneously, and the signal corresponding to 

a unique flight time to be extracted mathematically. Relative advan-

tages and disadvantages of measurements from conventional and PRBS 

pulsing modes are discussed in terms of counting statistics and back-

grounds. Computer models of TOF spectra are generated for both pulsing 

modes, using as examples a 20-meter 2 3 3U fission-chamber measurement and 

a 155-meter 2 3 eU sample-in transmission measurement. Detailed compari-

sons of PRBS vs conventional results are presented. This study indicates 

that although PRBS pulsing could enhance ORELA performance for selected 

measurements, for general ORELA operation the disadvantages from PRBS 

pulsing probably outweigh the advantages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although originally suggested for neutron time-of-flight (TOF) 

measurements with Van de Graaff accelerators,1 pseudorandom binary 

sequence (PRBS) pulsing techniques have been applied only to TOF measure-

ments with neutron fluxes from research reactors.2 With these "white 

sourco" beams, continuous in time, PRBS techniques allow higher statistical 

accuracy and lower backgrounds than the conventional TOF method for 

some types of measurements. 

The suggestion has been made that similar techniques involving PRBS 

pulsing might prove useful on the Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator 

(ORELA). At present many low energy experiments require low pulse 

repetition rates; the resulting low power output makes it impractical 

for other types of experiments to be performed concurrently. Introduction 

of a PRBS pulsing mode at ORELA would permit higher repetition rates for 

low energy experiments, thus increasing the overall utility of ORELA. 

This technical memorandum describes an initial study of the implications 

of PRBS pulsing on ORELA. 

The basic principle involved is simple. In order that events from 

successive pulses do not overlap in time, the neutron pulse rate of 

conventional TOF measurements must be small enough that the time between 

pulses is greater than the longest flight time. This pulse rate limita-

tion can be removed by modulating the flux on and off according to a 

PRBS. With the flux so modulated, a TOF spectrum is measured with events 

from successive pulses overlapping in time; and the measured spectrum 

is cross correlated with the PRBS of the incident neutron flux, giving 
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the desired conventional TOF spectrum. Flux utilization can be 

increased because PRBS pulsing allows a higher pulse rate and hence 

more neutrons to be utilized. The background component which is 

uncorrelated in either time or intensity with the incident flux is 

effectively reduced because, although its absolute magnitude remains 

unchanged, this background is distributee among overlapping foregrounds. 

However, there may be no. reduction of statistical variances because the 

counting statistics of events overlapping in time are mixed. 

Some PRBS advantages for measurements with reactors are not directly 

transferable to ORELA. For a given pulse width, neutron bursts from ORELA 

already contain the maximum flux which can be produced; thus there is 

no intensity advantage for those measurements which employ the maximum 

pulse rate and are not significantly affected by time overlap filters. 

In addition, for most measurements the flux-uncorrelated background is 

negligible with respect to the flux-correlated background. However, 

for many measurements the problem of time overlap from successive pulses 

is severe and is presently solved by pulsing ORELA at a smaller than 

maximum rate and/or employing Cd or B beam filter to remove the flux at 

low energies and hence long times. Some measurements are normalized at 

thermal energies where the cross sections are well known; thermal normal-

ization at 20, 40, and 150 meters requires 25, 13, and 3 pulses per 

second, respectively. Measurements with small or radioactive samples can 

have a large flux-uncorrelated background. Because these measurements 

with significant time-overlap and uncorrelated-background problems 

utilize a significant fraction of the ORELA running time, a study of 

PRBS pulsing for such measurements is warranted. 
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This study begins with a detailed theoretical investigation of the 

application of PRBS pulsing at ORELA. General formulae representing the 

effect of PRBS on counting statistics are developed; the specific effects 

are discussed for prototype spectra (e.g. flat or sparse). The various 

types of backgrounds encountered in ORELA experiments are considered 

individually, and conclusions are drawn regarding the PRBS treatment of 

each type. Earlier results by Hossfeld and Amadori3 on application of 

PRBS to reactors and by Larson, Crosmun, and Talmi1* on application of 

PRBS to optical spectrometers, while not directly transferable to ORELA, 

have contributed to our understanding of this problem. 

The theoretical study is augmented with computer models of two 

realistically measured spectra at different flight path lengths. ENDF/B-IV 

evaluated cross sections5 are used for a 20-meter 2 3 3U capture experiment. 

The entire experimental neutron range from .00137 eV to 3.7 MeV is simulated 

with ORELA pulsed both in the conventional mode and in the PRBS mode. No 

backgrounds are considered; the ratio of relative statistical errors is 

evaluated to determine the merit of PRBS pulsir;*. 

The second experiment to be modeled is a simplified version of a 

155-meter 2 3 8U transmission experiment6 for which we have assumed typical 

resonances at seven decimal energies from 0.1 eV to 100 keV. Expected 

foreground and background are calculated in the neighborhood of the 

resonances for ORELA operated in three different modes: PRBS mode, 

conventional mode with time-overlap filter, and conventional mode at a 

low repetition rate with no filter. Realistic backgrounds as understood 

by the experimenters6 are employed. 
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A summary >f PRBS mathematical properties is given in Section II 

of this report. Formulae describing PRBS application at ORELA are 

developed in Section III, and the computer simulations are described in 

Section IV. Summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further work 

are presented in Section V. Three appendices complete this report: the 

first generalizes the equations from Section III, the second proves 

results from Section II, and the third describes other possible uses 

for PRBS at ORELA. 
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II. SUMMARY OF PRBS MATHEMATICS 

A pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) of period N is an ordered set 

of N integers, m of which are 1 and N-m of which are 0, satisfying certain 

mathematical properties. The duty cycle c is approximately that fraction 

of the integers which are l's; for c = 1 all the integers are 1 and for 

c = 0 only one integer is 1. In Appendix A we show that the most useful 

value of c for ORELA applications is c = 1/2 for which m = (N+l)/2. In 

the text of this report, equations are given only for c = 1/2, with the 

corresponding equations fr.. arbitrary c presented in Appendix A. 

Let a^ represent the i1"*1 member of a PRBS, where 0 _< i < N. If the 

subscript on a PRBS member falls outside the specified range, a periodic 

extension is made of the sequence; e.g., a2N+5 8i v e n v a l u e 

An example of a PRBS of period N = 3 is {a^, a^, a^} = {0, 1, l}, for 

which m = 2 and c = 1/2. 

For sequence {a^} of period N to be a PRBS of duty cycle 1/2, its 

autocorrelation function C ^ must obey the equation 

N-l 
C.. = I a... a... - •eri(6.,+l) . (1) jk l+j l+k 4 jk 

That is, C has the value (N+l)/2 if j = k and (N+l)/4 if j t k. Exis-
J 

tence and generation of these sequences are discussed in Refs. 7 and 8. 

In particular, C = 1/2 sequences are known to exist for N = 2n-l, where 

n is any integer 2. 

The sequence {a*} may be defined by a* = 2a^-l, and the correlation 

of this sequence with Ca^} is, using Eq. (1), 
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2 V r -- - * (2) N+l ai+j ai+k " 6jk * 

Because this correlation is a delta function, we hereafter refer to 

{a$} as the inverse sequence of {a^}. Specifically, if a.. has the value 

1 then a* has the value 1, and if a. is 0 then a* is -1. For the N = 3 1 I X 
example the inverse sequence is [-1, 1, l}. 

The development of equations describing the application of PRBS to 

ORELA, described in Section III, is based entirely on Eqs. (1) and (2) 

and other PRBS properties derived from those equations. Elaborate 

mathematical derivations of those properties are reserved for Appendix B; 

important results are summarized here for easy reference. 

The summation over all terms in the inverse sequence {a£} gives 

N-l 
I a* = 1 ; (3) 

i=0 

for the N = 3 example a g + a ^ + a ^ = - 1 + 1 + 1 = 1 . The sum of the 

squares of those terms is 

N-l 
I (a*)2 = N ; (4) 

i=0 

for the example (-1)2 + (l)2 + (l)2 = 3. The sum of the squares of those 

terms multiplied by I s 

N-l 
I a (a*)2 = (N+l)/2 ; (5) 

i=0 3 

for the example 0«(-l)2 + l'(l)2 + l'(l)2 = 2. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF CONVENTIONAL 
AND PRBS ORELA MODES 

In this section a mathematical description of conventional and 

PRBS modes is presented. Notation is defined such that any given symbol 

will represent the same quantity in conventional and PRBS modes; in those 

cases where the value of the quantity varies between the two modes, the 

symbol is primed in the conventional mode. 

A. Treatment Ignoring Backgrounds and Other 
Complicating Factors 

In this subsection the basic equations governing PRBS application 

at ORELA are derived without regard to background effects, which are 

described in the following subsection. Conventional vs PRBS modes are 

compared on the basis of counting statistics alone. Channel widths are 

assumed to be of equal time duration; the complication of unequal channel 

widths is discussed in the last subsection. 

1. Operation of ORELA under conventional mode 

In the conventional pulsing mode presently used at ORELA, the flight-

path length, beam filters, and ORELA repetition rate must be arranged so 

that each detector time channel records events for a unique TOF 

duration. A schematic of this situation is shown in Fig. 1, where T 

represents the burst width, T£ the time between bursts, 0 the channel 

width, and T g the time span during which all neutrons reach the detector. 

That is, T^ is the reciprocal of the repetition rate, and Tg is the TOF 

difference between the slowest and fastest neutrons. 



O R M L - O W G 7 9 - 9 8 3 8 

Fig. 1. Time sequence for neutron production and detection using the conventional ORELA 
pulsing modes. 1/T^ neutron pulses per second of width T spread in time according to velocity 
as they traverse the distance from source to detector. The time between the slowest and 
fastest neutron T T/ to prevent frame overlap. 
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For channel i the detector counts S^ events per burst, whose neutron 

flight time from source to detector is t^. If the total time for the 

experiment is T, there are V = T/T' bursts, so that £'S. events are b i 
counted. Since the counting statistics are described by a Poisson dis-

tribution, the statistical error associated with the detection of Jl'Ŝ ^ 

events is /8,'S^, giving a relative statistical error of 1//Vs7 for each 

channel i. 

In the conventional mode the time between bursts must be greater 

than the flight time T . Otherwise slow neutrons from previous bursts 

will arrive at the detector simultaneously with fast neutrons from the 

current burst, and be indistinguishable from them; this phenomenon is 

known as frame overlap. For measurements employing only fast neutrons 

the requirement T' > T is easily met. For measurements employing slow b s 
neutrons this requirement can be met only by pulsing ORELA at a slower 

than maximum rate or by using beam filters to remove low energy neutrons. 

Both of these methods for preventing frame overlap greatly reduce the 

usable flux. 

2. Operation of ORELA under PRBS mode 

In the PRBS pulsing mode, the detector time channels are not required 

to record events for a single TOF channel. Rather, linear combinations 

of TOF channels are recorded in a detector-time channel, and the result 

is unfolded mathematically to determine the true number of events and 

their standard deviation for each TOF channel. A schematic of this situa-

tion is shown in Fig. 2. Again T represents burst width, T^ the time 

between ORELA bursts, and T the TOF difference between the fastest and s 
slowest neutrons. Although Fig. 2 shows equally spaced bursts, in fact 

the pattern of bursts is modified in a pseudorandom manner. That is, 



ORNL-DWG 79-9839 

TIME AT 
DETECTOR 

— i h -

TIME AT 
SOURCE 

Fig. 2. Time sequence for neutron production and detection using PRBS pulsing for ORELA. 
Using a PRBS of length N allows a conventional TOF spectrum S to be unfolded from the detector 
spectrum Z produced from frame-overlapped neutrons. Tg £ NT^. 
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superimposed on the source is a repeating PRBS which remo- es approximately 

half the bursts. 

Let N, represent the number of detector-time channels of w.'.dth 0 

spanning the time between bursts, so that T^ = N^ 0. Similarly Ng repre-

sents the number of TOF channels between the fastest m d slowest neutrons, 

so that T g = Ng 0. In order to successfully unfold all overlapping 

signals, it is necessary that the period of the PRBS be sufficiently 

long to cover the entire flight-time span between fastest and slowest 

neutrons. Since the PRBS will repeat itself after time NT = NN.0, a D D 
necessary condition for successful operation in the PRBS pulsing mode 

is NT, > T , or NN, > N . b s b s 

The detector system measures NN^ quantities , where k labels the 

detector time channel between bursts (0 £ k < N^) and n labels the particular 

burst in the PRBS (0 £ n < N) . The Z ^ are sums over all signals 

reaching the detector simultaneously. That is, 

Zk n > = A £ W b V j • for 0 < k < Nb , 0 < n < N , (6) 

where S, , i s the number of events per burst from neutrons whose k+ 3N b 

TOF from source to detector is t k +. N = (k+jNfe) 0, and Jl is the number of 
3 b T complete cycles through the PRBS. For total time T, SL is equal to 

b 
The PRBS element a . represents the condition of the source for the n-j 
(n-i)1"*1 burst; a . = 0 indicates that the burst was absent, a . = 1 v J n-j n-j 
indicates the burst was present. 

To obtain the required signals, both sides of Eq. (6) are multiplied 

by the inverse sequence and summed over the sequence elements (i.e., over 

n), giving 
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N-l 
" 13ZT f Z<»> a* . . (7) k+jN, N+l L„ k n-3 

D n = 0 

In reality, of course, no multiplication is involved, since the a*'s 

have predetermined values of either +1 or -1. Multiplication by 2/(N+l) 

may be delayed until the measurement is completed. It is important to 

note that the quantity S^-JJ o n the right side of Eq. (6) from normal 
b 

pulsing is identical to the quantity S, ,M on the left side of Eq. (7) 
b 

from the PRBS pulsing. It is the standard deviation of S, with respect k+jNfa r 

to S, which is the quantity of interest and which differs for the 
3 b 

two pulsing modes. 

In the PRBS mode, the statistical error is no longer given by 

/£S, , , since the Poisson statistics from counting apply not to 

the TOF events after in1 ersion but to the events measured by the 

detector. That is, it is the distribution which is Poisson. It 

is shown in Appendix A that the variance is given by 

Var<*Sk+jNb> = <N?1)2 X ( a ^ > 2 V a r [ Z ^ > ] * (8) 

or, since a* . = ± 1, n-J 

V a r<* sk + jN b> - <Nfr>2 J * z k n ) • ( 9 ) 

The variance of S, , m a y also be written in terms of S, 0 as KTJ Njj 

7 » ( 1 V i i i 5
) = ( n + t ) 2 J o X ) ASk+j°Nb an-j° ( 1 0 ) 
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by substituting Eq. (6) for Z ^ in Eq. (9). After performing the sum 

over n we are left with 

V a r<* Sk + JN b> = NTT T X Sk + j»N b • 

This equation indicates that the total variance from all counts reaching 

the detector simultaneously is split equally among the contributing sig-

nals. The relative statistical error (RSE) for TOF channel k+jN, is then 

Thus a TOF channel with a high number of counts will have a relatively low 

RSE, and a TOF channel with a low number of counts will have a relatively 

high RSE. 

3. Comparison of conventional mode vs PRBS mode 

In the absence of background and other complicating tactors, results 

for the two pulsing modes may be compared by considering their respective 

relative statistical errors. We assume that the total times allowed for 

the two measurements are equal, and that the pulse intensity and detector 

response are independent of pulsing mode or repetition rate. 

For specific experimental arrangements the relative statistical 

error for the two modes can be generated and compared directly. Such 

comparisons are complicated and will be described in detail later. For 

illustration, consider the simplified case of equal channel widths and 

no time overlap filters. In this case the RSE for TOF channel i = k+jN^ 

in the PRBS mode is 

(12) 
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/ N -

„ NT, N—1 
2 b I s N+l T 

RSE. k+jN, 
j°=0 k+3°Nt (13) 
k+jN. 

and, in the conventional mode 

RSE| = 
T i 

T S, (14) 

The ratio of these two RSE's is a figure of merit for the PRBS. Define 

the ratio Ri = RSE^^/RSE^; if R is greater than unity, the conventional 

mode is superior and if R is less than unity, the PRBS mode is superior. 

Evaluating R^, for i = k+jN^, one obtains, 

N+l T^ 

N-l 
N Tb j °=Q S k +j° Nb 

k+jN 

1/2 

(15) 

It is necessary to resort to specific examples to evaluate this 

figure of merit. However, insight can be gained by considering the two 

following extreme examples assuming NT, /T' = 1; that is, a measurement b b 
using conventional pulsing is compared with an identical measurement 

using PRBS pulsing in which a PRBS of N bursts has been inserted between 

the conventional pulses. 

(1) One of the N overlapping TOF channels has many counts, whereas 

the other TOF channels have very few counts. For convenience assume 

S k » Sk+jN. for j * 0. Then 

R^ = /2/(N+l) < 1 (16) 
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which implies that the PRBS mode would give smaller statistical errors 

over a peak. However, for the overlapping TOF channels with few counts 

Whether this ratio is greater or less than unity depends on the relative 

values of N and the peak-to-valley ratio. For a TOF channel with 

relatively few counts, the conventional method does better. 

so that the conventional mode ic superior on average, independent of N. 

1. Beam-uncorrelated time-independent background 

Let d represent the total number of time-independent or beam-

uncorrelated background events per burst counted by the detector in 

channel i of width 0. In the conventional mode the measured events in 

channel i are 

(17) 

^ b 
(18) 

B. Treatment Including Backgrounds 

0!̂  = V (S1 + d) (19) 

where is exactly the number of bursts for the conventional mode 

measurement. 
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In the PRBS mode the uncorrelated background counted in a detector 

channel of width 9 is also d. Each detector channel contains this 

background, so that 

( ^ N-i 
= Jld + I 2S, , ... a . . (20) 

k j=0 k + j N b n-J 

Applying the inverse sequence {a*}, one obtains 

W IK + * W = M X • C21) 
J b n=0 J 

so that the measured events in TOF channel i of width 8 is 

°i = M nIi + a Si ' ( 2 2 ) 

The variance for this signal is shown in Appendix A to be 

V a r U d J L + . £ d + * S k + j O N b . (23) 

In addition to the relative statistical error, the ratio of fore-

ground to background should be a valid test of the merit of PRBS pulsing. 

For the conventional mode this ratio is S^/d and for the PRBS mode this 
N+l 

ratio is j-)/d, a factor of (N+l)/2 greater than for the conventional 

mode. This effective reduction in the magnitude of the uncorrelated 

background accounts for the great utility of PRBS in reactor TOF experi-

ments. For most ORELA applications, however, uncorrelated background is 

not a significant contribution to the total count rate. 
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2. Beam-correlated background: Simple function 

Let H(t) represent an ORELA target-produced background which arrives 

at the detector with a time dependence independent of the signal of interest 

and a magnitude proportional to the flux produced at the ORELA target. An 

example of this would be the background caused by hydrogen capture gamma 

rays produced in the moderating water of the target. These gamma rays 

emanate from the target with a half-life of about 17.5 ysec following the 

electron burst. Other examples are the high energy Y~rays which emanate 

immediately from the target, "gamma flash", and a room-return background 

treated as a smooth function of energy. 

In the conventional mode for channel i the measured events 0'. are l 
given by the sum of the signal S^ and the background H.̂  

0! = V (S, + H.) . (24) i i i 

Likewise, in the PRBS mode the detector records signal plus background 

^ ^ = * J 0 ( S ^ i N b
 + V j « J V j * 

This equation can be inverted to yield 

0. = £(S. + H.) l i i 

for the observed number of counts per TOF channel. Since this background 

scales in the same manner as the signal, we find mathematically that 

the effect of this background is the same in the PRBS mode as in the 

conventional mode. 

(25) 

(26) 
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However, caution must be observed. If the effect of the gamma 

flash is to overload the detector, this overload problem will be signifi-

cantly more severe in the PRBS mode. In the conventional mode informa-

tion will be lost for only a few channels which usually correspond to 

very high neutron energies. However, in the PRBS mode information will 

be lost for all TOF channels which overlap the gamma flash. Possibly 

this problem could be overcome by running two or more separate PRBS-mode 

measurements in which the time between pulses is varied slightly to 

obtain the entire spectrum. 

3. Beam-correlated background: Folding function 

Usually with ORELA measurements the most difficult background to 

subtract is the so-called "room return" or "fitted" background, which is 

produced by beam neutrons scattering from the collimator";, air, sample, 

and detector apparatus. These neutrons return to the detector at later 

times to be counted as valid events. This background can be treated as 

a smooth function of energy as discussed above or by using a folding 

procedure as discussed below. 

Let F^ represent this "fitted" background in channel i. In the 

conventional mode F^ may be treated as a linear sum over fractions of 

the signals reaching the detector at earlier times; mathematically, 

F = T S f. (27) 
1 q<i 1 * * 

where the f^ are on the order of a few percent or less, and depend on 

the flight time of channel i. In the conventional mode the measured 

events are given by signal plus background, 
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0* = i'(S + F ) = £'(S + I S f ) . (28) 
1 q<i q 

In the PRBS mode the situation is slightly more complicated. 

Replacing S in Eq. (6) by S + F, with F as given in Eq. (27), gives 

N-l N-l 
Z k = £ ^ Sk+iN an-i + £ ^ ^ So fk+iN a an-i ' ( 2 9 ) 
fc j=0

 fc+JJNb n 2 j=0 q<k+jN q k + j Nb' q n J 
b 

Inversion of Eq. (29) via multiplication by {a* .} gives the measured n-J 
number of counts in TOF channel i = k+jN^ 

0. = A(S. + T S f. \ 
1 U J ± q i . q / q<j 

Comparison of this equation with Eq. (28) for the conventional mock 

that PRBS pulsing gives no reduction of the "fitted" background as lon& 

as it remains correlated with the modulated flux. 

C. Other Considerations 

1. Unequal channel widths 

Thus far we have assumed all channel widths to be of equal time 

duration. However, standard practice at ORELA is to bin the data into 

channels of varying duration which can be accomplished in the PRBS 

mode by summing over the appropriate time-spans. 

Let represent the events counted by tha detector at time 

(k+nN^)6. The observed number of events in TOF channel k+jN^ of 

width e is given by Eq. (7) 

< W = N+I X ^ - j ' ( 3 1 ) 
J b n=0 
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and the variance for this TOF channel is given by Eq. (9) 

V a r<° k + jN b> = (-N+r)2 T ^ • (32) 

Let Q^ represent the observed number of events in bin a at time t^, of 

width T . This bin is a combination of several of the original equal-

width TOF channels numbers r to r ,,-1. so that the events in bin a a a+1 
are given by 

^ r 1 

Q a = I 0 r (33) 
r=r a 

and the variance by 

a+1 
Var(Qa) = I Var(Or) . (34) 

r=r a 

In practice the conversion from channels to bins represents no 

significant complication. When the detector system observes an event 

contributing to at time (k+nNb)9, an event should be added to or 

subtracted from all TOF channels k+jN^, according to Eq. (31). Rather 

than store all NN^ channel values O^+jN » however, the computer simply 

adds or subtracts an event from the appropriate TOF bins a, according to 

Eq. (33). In addition, the computer may store the variances Var(Qa), 

since these quantities cannot be generated exactly from the bin counts 

alone. Storage requirements for the PRBS mode are therefore double the 

requirements for the conventional mode. Alternatively, only the TOF bin 
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counts may be stored, and postprocessing programs may be used to 

approximately regenerate 0 , from which all other relevant quantities K+JM, 
( \ 

can be produced. In particular, it may be necessary to regenerate Z^ 

in order to properly apply deadtime corrections. 

2. Simultaneous experiments 

Practical ORELA operation requires several simultaneous but different 

experiments which most likely will use the same PRBS. Therefore, the 

period N of the PRBS will not be optimum for all experiments; however, 

except for uncorrelated background, this is of little consequence. 

For a single experiment the period N would be chosen to be as small 

as possible, in order to minimize computation, and still satisfy the 

inequality NT^ Tg. When two experiments are run simultaneously, N is 

chosen to satisfy N T^ > T g for the larger value of Tg; however, a smaller 

period, N, would be adequate for the second experiment since for this 
measurement the S, are zero for i > N. The counts measured by this k+jNfe J J 

detector include those zero-values channels: 

, M + Y * S k + n ^ - *d + Y V 3 (35) 

where i = T/T^N. Evaluation of TOF channel events need be done only for 

nonzero channels, 

* d m + - N+i \ z k n ) • 0 - j < * < 3 6 ) 
b n=u 

with the summation covering the entire range 0 n < N. The variance 

may be similarly evaluated as 
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Var ( M ^ + IS ) = ^ 2 Y <37> 
b / n=0 

which is equivalent to 

N—1 
Var (id ^ + IS ) - j ^ r *d + -fj Y US . (38) 

b/ j =u b 

If this second experiment had been done using a PRBS period of N 

rather than N, the variance would be given by 

/— — \ 4N - 2 N _ 1 — 
i f e + " V j » b ) • - s h j * « * • + s r r ( 3 9 ) 

where Jl = T/T.N. Comparison of Eqs. (38) and (39) shows that without b 

uncorrelated background, results are approximately the same with the two 

values of the period; the ratio of the relative statistical errors is 

J J ^ j - x F o r N = 255 and N = 31 this factor gives an increase of 

only 1.4% in the RSE for the larger period. However, the contribution 

of uncorrelated background to the signal is reduced by approximately 

N/N when the larger period is used. 

3. Resolution time 

Energy resolution is not affected by the introduction of the present 

PRBS pulsing scheme to ORELA. To see this, consider first the conven-

tional mode. A schematic description of the neutrons reaching the 

detector during time period t^ to is shown in Fig. 3. The source-

to-detector flight time for an individual neutron is t^ - V + y, where V 

is the source departure time as measured from the beginning of the channel. 

The total number of counts observed in this channel is 
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Fig. 3. Time sequence for resolution function. Source neutron 
pulses of width T produce events in detector time channels of width 0. 
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T e 
S i = / dv / dy s(tJ,-v+y) (40) 

where s(t) is the number of neutrons per unit time with flight time t. 

Thus, the channel records neutrons with flight times as low as T^ - T 

and as high as t^ + 0. 

Consider now the PRBS mode. The description is similar, but contri-

butions from many pulses reach the detector simultaneously. The analogous 

equation is 

/ x T 0 N-l 
Zfc - J dv / dy I s(t -v+y) a (41) 
K 0 0 j=0 3 b 

where tj^.jf = (k+jN^)9. Interchanging integrals with sums, Eq. (41) 
b 

may be rewritten as 

t \ N-l 4N)
 - I 

k i'O 
/ dv / dy 8 ( t w , -v+y) j an_. . (42) 
0 0 k + J N

b 

The quantity in square brackets is exactly S. . It follows that the time 
b 

and hence energy resolutions in the PRBS and conventional modes are identical. 
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IV. COMPUTER MODELS OF TWO TIME-OF-FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 

In this section the expected TOF spectra for two typical measure-

ments are calculated using the equations developed in the previous sec-

tion assuming ORELA operation in both conventional and PRBS pulsing 

modes. In the first example a 20-meter 2 3 3U fission cross section 

measurement is studied, employing realistic forms for the energy-dependent 

cross section and flux; however, the background is assumed zero. In the 
« a o 

second example a U 155-meter transmission measurement is studied with 

realistic backgrounds, but rather simple mathematical forms for the energy-

dependent quantities. In the first example the experimenter is primarily 

interested in peaks and the smooth cross section at very low energies; in 

the second example the experimenter is primarily interested in transmission 

dips and the smooth cross section at very high energies. 

A. 20-meter 2 3 3U Fission Cross Section Measurement 

The measurement of the 2 3 3U fission cross section down to thermal 

energies is typical of many experiments performed at ORELA. Usually such 

measurements are done at 25 pulses per second (pps) on 20-m flight paths, 

so that a minimum energy of 0.00131 eV can be measured before frame 

overlap occurs. At 20 meters with no beam filters the flux and its 

correlated background have essentially vanished at this energy. Two 

models of this TOF spectra are generated and compared for data accumula-

tion times of 24 hours; one model is for a 25 pps conventional measurement 

and the other for a 775 pps PRBS measurement with N = 31. Constant channel 

widths are used; backgrounds are assumed to be negligible; and deadtime, 

multiple scattering, and other complicating corrections are ignored. 
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In the conventional mode, the detector response can be written as 

S(E) = nea(E) (f>(E) 

where n = nuclei/cm3, £ = detection efficiency, a(E) = cross section, 

and 4>(E) = fluence per second of channel width per burst per cm2. The 

ENDF/B-IV 2 3 3U fission cross section,5 Doppler broadened to room tempera-

ture, was employed. This cross section is plotted on page 442 of Ref. 9. 

A 95% efficient fission chamber is employed with 0.243 gm of 2 3 3U exposed 

to the flux. Assuming a 5.1-cm diameter beam spot, the correction for flux 

attenuation was £ 5% and was ignored. The flux <j>(E) was obtained from 

log-log interpolation along a curve obtained from a 20-m, full power 

measurement which is documented in an internal correspondence dated 

April 22, 1970, from L. W. Weston to C. E. Bemis.10 This flux was naively 

extrapolated from 0.0013 eV to 0.010 eV and from 100.0 keV to 10 MeV 

following the same energy dependences documented from 0.01 eV to 0.03 eV 

and 1.0 eV to 100.0 keV, respectively. It is important to appreciate the 

rapid increase in flux with increasing neutron energy for fixed-time 

channel widths. For example, the flux per second of channel width is 6000 

times larger at 100.0 keV than at 1.0 eV. Multiplication gives a count 
4 

rate of S^ = 5.9 x 10 <f>(E) cr(E) per second of channel width per burst. 

The lower parts of Figs. 4 to 7 show this count rate normalized for 

a 24-hour conventional measurement calculated over 266667 150-nsec wide 

channels for times from 450 nsec to 40 msec, which correspond to incident 

neutron energies from 10 MeV to 0.0013 eV. Since there is no background, 

the RSE for this measurement is simply the inverse square root of the 

ordinate. The results shown in Fig. 4 (0.8 msec to 40 msec) have been 

averaged by a factor of 205 for plotting purposes. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 4. Computer-calculated 2 3 3U fission chamber spectrum 
for 0.00137 to 3.0-eV neutrons. The upper curve is the RSE from 
the PRBS pulsing divided by the RSE from the conventional pulsing. 
The sharp peaks on this ratio are from MeV neutrons. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 5. Computer-calculated 2 3 3U fission chamber spectrum 
for 3.0 to 33.0-eV neutrons. The upper curve is the RSE from 
the PRBS pulsing divided by the RSE from the conventional pulsing. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 6. Computer-calculated 2 3 3U fission chamber spectrum 
for 33.0 to 63.0-eV neutrons. The upper curve is the RSE from 
the PRBS pulsing divided by the RSE from the conventional pulsing. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 7. Computer-calculated 2 3 3U fission chamber spectrum 
for 63.0-eV to 3.7-MeV neutrons. The upper curve is the RSF from 
the PRBS pulsing divided by the RSE from the conventional pulsing. 
At very high neutron energies this ratio approaches its minimum 
value, maximum gain for PRBS, of /2/(N+l) = 0.25. 
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In actual operation in the PRBS mode, ORELA would be pulsed at the 

maximum repetition rate of 1000 pps; in order to accommodate the maximum 

flight path length of 200 m, a PRBS of period N = 511 would be required. 

Even with the channel width as large as 150 nsec, this would require 

4.4 x 10^ storage locations if the intermediate spectrum were to be 

saved. In practice what would be stored is probably not , but rather 

the unfolded signals for the unequal-width TOF bins as described 

in the previous section. However, in order to generate and display 

explicitly for this example, a repetition rate of 775 pps and a PRBS of 

period N = 31 were used. As indicated in the previous section, no sub-

stantial differences result from this; all advantages and disadvantages 

of PRBS pulsing with respect to conventional pulsing are essentially 

identical for the two values of N. 

Using the same definition of signal S as was used in the conventional 

mode, the detector response was generated according to Eq. (6) with 

N = 31 and N^ = 8610. This intermediate spectra is shown in Fig. 8 in 

which results have been averaged over approximately 100 channels for 

plotting purposes. Because no uncorrelated backgrounds are present, the 

unfolded PRBS spectrum is identical to the conventional spectrum to within 

a normalization and is not plotted separately. 

Because this example did not include any background components, the 

only valid criterion for comparing results from the two pulsing modes is 

the ratio of their relative statistical uncertainties. Such a comparison 

is shown in the upper curves of Figs. 4 to 7, which picture the ratio R, 

Eq. (15), of the RSE for the PRBS measurement to the RSE from the 

conventional measurement. If R is greater than unity, the conventional 
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Fig. 8. Calculated detector response through one N = 31 
PRBS for the 2 3 3U fission chamber measurement. The calculated 
results have been compressed by a factor of 100 for plotting. 
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mode is superior; and if R is less than unity, the PRBS mode is superior. 

Figure 7 shows this ratio monotonically decreasing from 0.34 at 63 eV to 

0.25 at 3.7 MeV; the value 0.25 is the maximum gain available from PRBS 

pulsing with repetition rate 31 times that of the conventional mode. In 

particular, the calculated signal at 3.7 MeV is 75,000 which overlaps 

with a signal of ^ 100 at 1.26 eV, a signal of ^ 30 at 0.31 eV, etc. 

Consequently, the requirements for Eq. (16) are met and R = /2/(N+l) = 

0.25. 

The ratio of RSE over the resolved resonance region from 3 to 63 eV 

is shown in the upper curves of Figs. 5 and 6. This ratio varies between 

^ 0 . 3 and ^0.9, indicating that the PRBS pulsing is superior at all those 

energies. At the resonance energies the ratio approaches 0.25, the 

theoretical limit, and in the valleys between resonances the ratio 

approaches but never exceeds unity. Peaks in the signal correspond to 

valleys in the ratio and vice versa. 

Figure 4 shows the ratio of RSE from 0.00137 to 3.0 eV, the energy 

range of interest for thermal reactors. The overlapping pulses of the 

PRBS measurement are apparent in the ratio, where the largest periodic 

peak corresponds to overlap with MeV-neutron produced fissions. It is 

important to realize that a gamma-flash overload problem could destroy 

the signal at every energy where this peak occurs. The two peaks 

directly above this high-energy overlap signal are from the 1.8 and 2.3 

eV doublet. Structure intermediate between these disappear in the 

averaging process required for plotting. For energies above ^0.04 eV, 

on the average the PRBS mode is more or less equivalent to the conven-

tional mode except for the 1.8 - 2.3 MeV doublet. Below ^ 0.04 eV the 

conventional mode is clearly superior. 
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If a significant uncorrelated background had been included in this 

model, PRBS pulsing would effectively reduce that background by a factor 

of (N+l)/2 or 16 with N = 31. This in turn would reduce the ratio R. In 

addition, we have assumed that the minimum time between pulses limits 

ORELA; however, if the average power were the only limit for ORELA, the 

PRBS—mode repetition rat': could be increased by a factor of 2, and the 

ratio R would be further reduced by a factor of 

B. 155-meter 2 3 8U Transmission Measurement 

For this example the sample-in spectra for a simplified 155-m 2 3 8U 

transmission measurement are simulated and compared for two conventional 

modes and one PRBS mode of ORELA pulsing. The first mode employs a 1.53 

gm/cm2 1CB time overlap filter and a pulse repetition rate of 200 pps, 

both of which were used to make the measurement described in Ref. 6; 

with respect to time overlap this is a difficult measurement. The second 

conventional mode employs no time overlap filter; this gives a thermal 

normalization, but requires a pulse rate of 3.22 pps. The third mode 

uses PRBS pulsing at 800 pps with N = 511 and no time overlap filter. 

For a sample-in transmission measurement the signal per burst per 

second of channel width, without background, can be written as 

S(E) = <KE) Tb(E) e(E) Tg(E) , (43) 

where <|>(E) = fluence per burst per second of channel width, T (E) = 
D 

transmission of the 10B filter if used, e(E) = detector efficiency, and 

Tg(E) = sample transmission. In order to reduce the complexity and length 

of the calculation, simplified forms were used to approximate these energy-

dependent quantities. The resulting spectra were not resolution broadened . . 
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Again the flux curve of Ref. 10 was employed, multiplied by the 

factor 0.062 to give the expected fluence per burst per second of channel 

width at half power for a 7.9-cm diameter beam spot at 155 m after atten-

uation by a 7.2 gm/cm2 Pb filter. This factor contains a 50% increase 

to reproduce the measured fluence at 3524 eV.G For the first conventional 

mode the attenuation through a 1.53 gm/cm 2 (0.0918 atom/barn) 1 0B filter 

was required; the 1 0B total cross section, taken from Ref. 11, gives a 

transmission of 

T D ( E ) = e x p [ - 0 . 0 9 1 8 ( 2 . 4 3 + 6 1 1 . 0 E ~ 1 / 2 ) ] . ( 4 4 ) D 

For the other two modes T (E) =1.0. It was assumed that neutrons were B 
detected with a ^ 13-mm thick Li-glass disk whose detection efficiency was 

proportional to l/v̂ 2 and had a value of 15% at 1.0 keV. Ignoring all 

other complications, this gives 

-1/2 e(E) = 4.47 E for E > 22.47 eV 

1.0 for E < 22.47 eV . (45) 

Neutron attenuation through the sample was determined with the usual 

equation * 

TG(E) = exp[-na ( E ) ] ( 4 6 ) 

where n is the sample areal number density which was taken as 0.0124 

atoms/bam (22.5 mm of 2 3 8U). The Doppler broadened total cross section 

was simplified to reduce the complexity of calculating 511 overlapping 

signals with a varying TOF bin structure; cr(E) was assumed to have 11.2 
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barns of potential sc« g with symmetric Breit—Wigner resonances 

including Doppler bi:os<lering at decimal intervals from 0.1 eV to 0.1 

MeV; that is, 

Because the Doppler FWHM, 0.035 /e eV, is much larger than the average 

neutron width, 0.0029 /e eV, the resonance FWHM, 2/b7, was taken to be 

the quadratic sum of the Doppler width and a 0.023 eV radiation width. 

Neutron widths were adjusted to give a maximum cross section A^/B^ of 

230.4 barns, resulting in a minimum transmission of 0.05. Parameters 

E^, A^, and B^ are given in Table 1, along with the transmission of the 
1°B at the resonance energies and the assumed TOF bin width over the trans-

mission dip. Three backgrounds were employed whose time dependences and 

magnitudes with respect to the measured signal approximate those subtracted 

from the 2 3 8U transmission spectra of Ref. 6. First, the detector regis-

tered 8 cts/sec of room background, independent of the ORELA flux. Second, 

the Li glass detected a background of 658 exp (-.0385 t) cts/sec/burst 

where t is clock time in seconds. This background results from gamma 

rays from H capture in the ORELA target-moderator and is correlated with 

the ORELA flux. Third, the detector response to room return was taken to 

be 2% of the average flux measured by the Li glass, or 1.7% of the flux 

preceding the transmission sample; this beam-correlated background 

approximates the fitted background of Eq. (27). 

7 
a(E) = 11.2 + I 

i=l (E-Ei)2+Bi ' 
A. l (47) 
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TABLE 1. Cross Section Parameters For Transmission Calculation 

E. (eV) l A. 
X 

B. l T B CE.) At FWHM (eV) 

0.1 0.03752 1.629 x 10" 4 0 . 000 4 msec 0.025524 
1.0 0.1010 4.385 x 10" •4 0 . 000 65 psec 0.041881 
10.0 0.7361 3.195 x 10" 3 0 . 000 4096 nsec 0.11304 
100.0 7.087 3.076 x 10" •2 0 . 003 256 nsec 0.35075 
1.0 X 1 0 3 70.59 0.3064 0 . 136 32 nsec 1.1070 
1.0 x 104 705.7 3.063 0 . 457 4 nsec 3.5001 
1.0 x 105 7055. 30.62 0 . 670 0.5 nsec 11.068 

Figures 9 to 15 display the calculated results. The lower part of 

each figure shows the calculated spectra over the decimal-interval trans-

mission dips. These are not final transmissions but sample-in spectra, 

all normalized to ^ 0.87 near the right-hand edge of the figure. The 

histogram is the 3.22 pps no-boron spectrum; the smooth curves are the 

200 pps spectrum with boron and the PRBS spectrum, where the curve with 

the lowest transmission dip is always the PRBS result. The upper figures 

are ratios of absolute statistical standard deviations, including back-

ground contributions, with the corresponding spectral normalizations. 

Thus, they reflect the ratios of the absolute statistical accuracy to 

which the lower spectra can be measured. The ratio labeled thermal is 

the PRBS spectral error divided by that of the 3.22 pps spectrum; the 

ratio labeled boron is the PRBS error divided by that of the 200 pps 

spectrum. Ignoring the merits of a decreased background and the statis-

tical implications of its subtraction, a ratio greater than unity indicates 

the conventional mode is superior and a ratio less than unity indicates 

the PRBS mode is superior. 
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ENERGT IN EV 

Fig. 9. Calculated 2 3 8U transmission spectrum over 
the 100 keV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the 
calculated statistical error of the PRBS mode divided by 
that for the 3.22 pps mode, whereas the curve labeled 
"BORON" is the corresponding ratio to the 200 pps mode. 
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ENERGT IN EV 

Fig. 10. Calculated 2 3 8U transmission spectrum over 
the 10 keV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the 
calculated statistical error of the PRBS mode divided by 
that for the 3.22 pps mode, whereas the curve labeled 
"BORON" is the corresponding ratio to the 200 pps mode. 
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J I I L 

ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 11. Calculated 2 3 8u transmission spectrum over 
the 1.0 keV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the 
calculated statistical error of the PRBS mode divided by 
that for the 3.22 pps mode, whereas the curve labeled 
"BORON" is the corresponding ratio to the 200 pps mode. 
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Fig. 12. Calculated 2 3 8 U transmission spectrum over 
the 100 eV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the 
calculated statistical error of the PRBS mode divided by 
that for the 3.22 pps mode, whereas the curve labeled 
"BORON" is the corresponding ratio to the 200 pps mode. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 13. Calculated 2 3 8U transmission spectrum over the 
10 eV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the calculated 
statistical error for the PRBS mode divided by that for the 
3.22 pps mode. 
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ENERGT IN EV 

Fig. 14. Calculated 2 3 8U transmission spectrum over the 
1.0 eV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the calculated 
statistical error for the PRBS mode divided by that for the 
3.22 pps mode. 
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ENERGY IN EV 

Fig. 15. Calculated 2 3 8u transmission spectrum over 
the 0.1 eV resonance. The curve labeled "THERMAL" is the 
calculated statistical error for the PRBS mode divided by 
that for the 3.22 pps mode. 
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Figure 9 shows the spectra and the error ratios for the 100 keV 

resonance. Because the uncorrelated background is negligible, the three 

transmission dips are nearly identical. Even with boron-produced flux 

reduction of 0.67, the transmission minimum is most precisely determined 

via the 200 pps measurement, whereas the potential scattering cross 

section is more accurately obtained via the PRBS mode. At this energy 

the 3.22 pps thermal measurement has the largest absolute standard devia-
1/2 

tion by a factor of ^ 0.16 = (3.22 pps/(0.67 * 200 pps)] when compared 

to the boron mode. Figures 10 and 11 show similar results for the 10 keV 

and 1 keV resonances, with boron attenuations of 0.46 and 0.14, 

respectively. 

The resonances in this example were chosen to give calculated trans-

mission dips of 0.05; additional counts in the minima are due to back-

ground. The time-independent background for the 3.22 pps and PRBS 

spectra in Fig. 11 is negligible; however, for the 200 pps measurement 

with boron attenuation of 0.14, the time-independent background contrib-

utes about 1% of the transmission minimum. If the resonances of Fig. 9 

to 11 produced transmission minima less deep, the PRBS mode would appear 

more favorable; and if they produced deeper minima, the conventional mode 

would appear more favorable. 

One major difficulty of transmission measurements is background 

determination, which can be verified only by resonances which give zero 

transmission minima. The 200 pps measurement was designed for neutron 

energies above 1 keV and on this crucial point is superior to the PRBS 

result. Although PRBS pulsing does reduce the 1 keV resonance background 

by ^ 1%, this background is easily measured and accurately subtracted. 
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To gain further insight to the relative merits of PRBS pulsing, 

PRBS spectra are compared with the 3.22 pps measurement down to thermal 

energy in Figs. 12 to 15. Figures 12 and 13 show transmission dips for 

the 100 eV and 10 eV resonances; the 200 pps result is of no interest at 

these energies since the boron has attenuated the flux to nearly zero. 

The PRBS mode gives a smaller statistical error in both the transmission 

minima and the maxima than does the 3.22 pps mode but does not signifi-

cantly reduce the background level. The slight minimum in the error ratio 

near 9.6 eV is caused by overlap with the 10 keV resonance. 

If absolute error were the only basis for comparison, Figs. 14 and 

15 show that the 3.22 pps conventional mode is superior to the PRBS mode. 

However, removal of the ^ 14% uncorrelated background under the 0.1 eV 

resonance is an obvious and important advantage of the PRBS mode. The 

maxima in the error ratio at 0.80, 0.99, and 1.25 eV in Fig. 14 are from 

overlap with the high-energy flux and correspond to positions of possible 

gamma-flash overload. Unfortunately one of these overlaps occurs in the 

transmission dip. In Fig. 15 these possible overloads occur every ^ 0.01 

eV, but a much smaller channel structure could isolate these potential 

problems. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The simplest application of pseudorandom binary sequence pulsing 

of ORELA involves superimposing a PRBS on the conventional equally spaced 

ORELA pulses at the maximum repetition rate. Approximately half the 

bursts and hence half the maximum ORELA flux may be discarded, but the 

resulting PRBS pulse pattern has characteristics which may compensate fo^ 

this loss of flux. Neutrons from different bursts may time overlap at 

the detector and flux uncorrelated backgrounds would be greatly reduced. 

Equations have been developed to describe this application of PRBS 

to ORELA. These equations describe the unfolding of the desired TOF 

spectra from the measured detector spectra, both without and with back-

ground. Variances and, in Appendix A, covariances for the TOF spectra 

are also described. This allows a quantitative comparison between 

expected results from PRBS and conventionally pulsed measurements. With 

no background, the ratio of relative statistical errors forms the basis 

for comparison. In general, c = 1/2 PRBS pulsing improves the RSE for 

TOF channels whose count rate is more than twice the average count rate 

of those TOF channels with which it overlaps. However, this gain is 

achieved at the expense of the RSE of the corresponding overlapping TOF 

channels with low count rates. In fact, without gains from filter removal 

and uncorrelated backgrounds PRBS pulsing cannot reduce the "average" 

variance with respect to conventional pulsing. 

Foreground-correlated backgrounds were shown to be unaffected by 

PRBS modification of ORELA and therefore require no special treatment. 

However, detector overload as caused by the gamma flash would present a 
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problem. In the PRBS mode, information would be lost for all TOF dura-

tions overlapping the gairar«x flash. This should- however, be only a small 

fraction of the flight-time at low energies and may not constitute a 

significant problem. 

It is with time-independent beam-uncorrelated background that the 

PRBS mode is most strikingly advantageous. Such backgrounds are reduced 

by a factor 2/(N+l). In TOF measurements with a reactor neutron source 

this background is often as large as the foreground; however, for ORELA 

experiments, this background is usually only a few percent of the fore-

ground. Moreover, it is relatively easy to measure. Consequently, the 

reduction of uncorrelated backgrounds by PRBS pulsing is not sufficiently 

advantageous to warrant PRBS implementation. Nevertheless, for a few 

measurements this may be a significant advantage. 

Computer models have been generated for two typical ORELA TOF 

measurements simulating spectra, background, and statistical errors 

for both PRBS and conventional modes. Comparison of the PRBS and crn-

ventional modes indicates that, in the absence of backgrounds, PRBS 
} 

pulsing cannot enhance ORELA performance; for measurements involving 

only high-energy neutrons, because 100% of the ORELA flux is employed 

directly in the conventional measurement. Surprisingly, PRBS pulsing 

also does not enhance ORELA performance for thermal measurements 

involving neutrons below ^ 1 eV, at least for relatively flat cross 

section, since low energy signals per unit of time channel width are in 

general much smaller than the overlapping high energy signals. 

In the intermediate resolved-resonance region, the many options 

for the conventional mode tend to confuse comparisons. Flight-path 
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length, time-overlap filters, and repetition rate can all be varied, and 

the trade-offs are not clear cut. Cadmium filters have a sharp cutoff at 

^ 0.5 eV but introduce resonance structure into the flux. Boron filters 

have a smooth transmission but usually filter out a significant fraction 

of the neutrons of interest. For the 20-m 2 3 3U fission measurement at 

energies above 1.2 eV, the first overlap, PRBS pulsing is clearly 

superior to 25 pps conventional pulsing; however, this would not be the 

case compared to a 300 pps conventional Cd filter measurement. For the 
2 3 8U transmission measurement conventional pulsing seems to give less 

statistical uncertainty in the minima of black resonance transmission 

dips. 

The primary advantage which PRBS pulsing introduces to ORELA experi-

ments is simultaneity. An entire spectrum can be measured simultaneously, 

from thermal energies to the MeV region with maximum ORELA repetition 

rate. Results at all energies would be directly normalized to thermal 

cross section values without introduction of additional uncertainties 

from cbmbining separate measurements. Since ORELA would always operate 

at maximum repetition rate, two distinct measurements which conventionally 

require different repetition rates could be run concurrently with PRBS 

pulsing. An experiment using maximum PRBS pulsing at the repetition rate 

in the conventional manner would suffer a loss in RSE in the PRBS mode, 

but might gain additional run time to compensate this loss. 

Results and conclusions described in this report have been based 

on specific assumptions regarding the nature of PRBS pulsing at ORELA. 

ORELA neutron bursts are assumed to be of equal intensity and equal time 

width. A maximum of 800 to 1000 uniformly spaced pulses per second can 
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be produced, on which is superimposed a PRBS whose period is sufficiently 

large to permit unfolding of time overlapping channels for all measure-

ments which might be run concurrently. It is further assumed that this 

maximum repetition rate cannot be increased because of the PRBS pulsing; 

that is, the limiting factor is time between individual bursts rather 

than time-averaged power output. 

From this study it is not obvious whether work on PRBS pulsing of 

ORELA should continue. To continue work on PRBS pulsing would require 

the following studies: First, detailed computer simulations of more 

typical ORELA experiments must be performed, primarily for those experi-

ments which appear to have the most to gain or lose by switching to the 

PRBS mode. These simulations should include all complications described 

below and should use realistic signals and backgrounds. These PRBS 

simulations must be compared with simulations of the optimum conventional 

methods. Second, the implications of such details as variation in burst 

width and/or intensity, both correlated and uncorrelated to the PRBS 

sequence, must be theoretically understood. The exact versus approximate 

treatment of deadtime corrections must be examined both theoretically and 

with the aid of computer simulations. Appropriate algorithms should be 

established for generating and storing variances and covariances, and 

implications of large covariances between widely separated flight-time 

channels should be examined. Finally, engineering studies must determine 

a suitable method for achieving the required PRBS pulse pattern. This 

could be accomplished by PRBS-pulsing the ORELA trigger generator which 

drives the injector thyroton and accelerator klystrons. This method 

would probably allow the time between burst to be shorter preserving 
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the average ORELA power, but probably would also produce pulse intensi-

ties correlated to the PRBS sequence. ORELA also could be operated in 

the normal fashion with a postacceleration bending magnetic alternating 

the electron beam between the target-moderator and a beam dump following 

a PRBS. A third option is to equip one or more beam lines with 

mechanical PRBS choppers. 
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APPENDIX A. EQUATIONS FOR ARBITRARY DUTY CYCLE 

Throughout this report only PRBS with duty cycles of c = 1/2 have 

been considered, in the appendices, equations from the text are presented 

for arbitrary values of c; equations are numbered to identify the corre-

sponding equations in the text. A discussion of how the optimum value of 

c might be chosen is also presented. 

1. Theoretical Treatment Without Restriction to c = 1/2 

The autocorrelation function of the PRBS { a ^ with duty cycle c and 

period N is 

C3k = Y ai+3 "
 mt(1-C) V C l (A1) 

where m = 1 + c(N-l). Thus C., has the value m if j = k to within an 3 k 
integral multiple of N, and mc otherwise. The inverse sequence of 

is {at} where a^ = (a^-c)/(1-c). Other equations from Section II are 

generalized and proven in Appendix B, and are not repeated here. 

In the PRBS mode, the detector measures NN^ quantities , given 

by 

( \ N _ 1 

Z , w = y as, ..„ a . for 0 < k < N, , 0 < n < N k k+jNb n-j - b' -

This expression may be inverted to obtain the signal 

N-l 

(A6) 

AS^ I Z<»> a* . . (A7) 
k + j N b m n=0 k n-J 
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The covariance of £S is given by 

C o V<* Sk + jN ' * Sk' + j'N> = « a S k + j N K " < £ Sk + jN >> 
D b b b 

* ( £ Sk' + j'N b " <* Sk'+J'H b>» 

where the angular brackets denote expectation value. Substituting 

Eq. (A7) into this expression gives 

Cov(£S *S . > = <(±)2 Yrz< n )-<z< n>>] a* 
J b J b n=0 

t 

n'=0 * J 

which, because the are independent quantities, reduces to 

i-. K n—u 

Because the Z^11^ distribution is Poisson, the covariance becomes 

1 N _ 1 ( Cov(£S, .... , IS. ) = i 2 {.,, 7 Z,(nJ a* . a* ., k+jN^ k + j Nv mz kk1 ^ k n-j n-j' 

(A8) 

The variance for channel k+jN^ follows directly from this expression, 

with k = k* and j = j': 

- N-l . s 
Var(£S, ) = (-)2 \ (a* .)2 . (A9) k+iN, m L

n n-i k b n=0 
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Substitution of Eq. (A6) into the expression of the covariance yields 

C o v ( * S k + j V *S k l +., N b) = ^ 6 k k, Y q £S k + j„ N b T V r an-3 3n-j' ' 

or for the variance, 

Var(.Sk+jNb/) = <£)» Y q .S k + j O N b Y * (A10) 

Using Eq. (B17) for the second sum in Eq. (AID), the variance becomes 

Var(£S, .„ ) = £S 
N—1 

k+jNb
y m\l-c ~"k+jNb

 + 1-c ASk+j°Nb^ (All) 

Note that the expression for the covariance cannot be simplified in 

this manner. 

The relative statistical error (RSE) for the PRBS mode is given by 

the square root of Eq. (All) divided by JlS. .„ . The ratio R of the RSE 

for the pseudorandom mode to the RSE for the conventional mode is 

V J N . m T^ \l-c 

N-l 

c , i l o S k + j ° V 
1-c k+j N, 

1/2 

(A15) 

In the example with » S k +^ N for j ± 0, this ratio becomes 

p - [l N/lzlc = / I 
*k ~ |_m N\l-c 1-c/J m < 1 (A16) 
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and, for j 4 0, 

V j N , 
1 N/l-2c c 
m N11—c 1—c S k+jNv 

1/2 
(A17) 

For a completely flat spectrum, where S, = S for all channels, the 
b 

ratio is 

o « Tl N/1—2c _c_ M \ l 1 / 2 _ Z I 
K+jN [m NVl-c 1-c S / J / 1- > 1 . (A18) 

When time-independent background is added to the PRBS mode, the 

dfet.-.ctor measures 

N-l 
Z<n) = I d + I 

j=0 k + j N b n _ j 
(A20) 

which is inverted by multiplication by {a*} to yield 

^ + S'Sk+jN, 
N-l 

= 1 y z(n) a* m £; k n_J (A21) 
n=0 

so that the observed number of events in channel i = k+jN^ is 

0. = — + £S. . ... x m k+jN, (A22) 

The variance of the signal is again given by Eq. (A9), with Eq. (A20) 

substituted for Z: 

Var(— + £S ) = m k-HN ' 
D 

N-l / N-l \ 
K- I (a* .)2 (£d + I IS.^.o., a . 
^ n=0 n-J \ j =0 k + J Nb 
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which reduces to 

Var(— + £S ) = * J — Ad + (l-2c) JIS, m k+jN^ m(l-c) m k J b 

N-l 

A o " S k + j ° N b J 
+ c 7 _,_.„„ (A23) 

2. Optimization of c 

Because che variance can be taken as a figure of merit for a given 

PRBS configuration in the absence of uncorrelated background, the value 

of c which minimizes the variance can be considered optimum. Using the 

identity m = cN - c + 1 in Eq. (All), and setting the derivative with 

respect to c equal to 0, gives 

c _ opt 
= j s - / ^ ( Z - S ) [ (N+l) S - Z ] j 

where, to simplify the expression, we have set equal to S and 
N-l b 

I S
k-H° N

 e<lual t o J ' 
j°=0 J b 

Because these values depend on the particular channel under consider-

ation, it is not possible to choose one value of c which is optimum for 

the entire spectrum. However, consider instead the following special 

cases: 

(1) Sfc » Sfc+joN for 0. This is the case, for example, when 

no overlap occurs but the experiment is to be run simultaneously with 

other experiments for which PRBS is needed. Here ][ = S which gives 

c Qp t = 1, indicating that the optimum condition for this experiment is 

to run without PRBS at the high repetition rate. 
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(2) This channel contains just the average number of counts per 
1 v 

channel; i.e. S = ^ 2,. Then c o p t = 0, indicating that the optimum con-

dition for this channel is no PRBS and a sufficiently low repetition rate 

to allow no overlap. For channels with fewer counts than this, c is opt either negative or complex, again indicating that PRBS has no advantage. 

(3) The channel contains half of the total counts; i.e. S = 

Here c = l/'2. opt 

Finally, consider the situation with uncorrelated background. Here 

the ratio of foreground to background can be taken as a figure of merit for 

the PRBS configuration. From Eq. (A22), that ratio is mS/d. This ratio 

is maximum when m is maximum, i.e. m = N - 1, corresponding to 

c = (N-2)/(N-l). However, for small d this choice of c improves the 

variance over the conventional mode only for those channels which have 

more counts than the sum of all overlapping channels, i.e. where S > 

Since d is small for most ORELA applications, m = N - 1 is not a useful 

mode for ORELA. 
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APPENDIX B. PROPERTIES OF PSEUDORANDOM BINARY SEQUENCES 

A pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) with period N is an ordered 

set of N binary numbers (l's and O's) whose autocorrelation function 

C., satisfies the condition jk 

for fixed m and c, with m an integer in the range 0 < m < N and c, the 

duty-cycle, in the range 0 <_ c <_ 1. Delta functions and arithmetic 

operations on subscripts are understood to be mode N.^ Existence and 

generation of these sequences are discussed in Ref. 7. Equation (Bl) 

indicates that m of the N numbers in the PRBS are l's, and N-m are O's. 

A simple example is the case of N = 3, for which the sequence with m = 2 

and c = 1/2 can be written (aQ» a^, a^} = {0, 1, l}. From the above 

definition of PRBS, several important properties of these sequences may 

be derived. 

(Bl) 

Property 1 

The duty-cycle c can be found in terms of m and N as 

= Ezi c N—1 ' (B2) 

Proof of Property 1 

From Eq. (Bl) we have, setting k = 0, 

(B3) 

t By i + I = r(mod N) we mean that there is an integer s satisfying 
i + I = sN + r, with 0 < r < N. Similarly, 6jk(mod N) is 1 when 
j - k = pN for some integer p, and 0 otherwise. 
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Summing over j gives 

N-l N-l /N-l \ I C
J0 - I 4 I ai-H < B 4 ) 

j=o J U i=o \j=o 7 

N-l N-l 
= m(l-c) I 6.n + mc £ 1 = m(l-c) + mcN = m + (N-l)mc . (B5) 

j=0 J U j=0 

N-l 
If we set k = i in Eq. (BI), we find C.. = 7 a 2 . = m. Because the 

33 i+J 

are either 0 or 1, = ai+j» consequently, this equation may be 

written 

N-l 
I a. , . = m . (B6) 

i=0 1 + 3 

Substitution of this value for the expression in parenthesis in Eq. (B4) 

gives 

N-l /N-l \ 
I c4n - I a m = m + (N-l)mc (B7) 
j=0 J U \i=0 V 

or, again using Eq. (B6) for the quantity in parenthesis, 

m 2 = m + (N-l)mc (B8) 

which reduces to 

( B 9 > 
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Property 2 

Define the inverse sequence {a*} by i 

= i i r • ( B 1 0 ) 

Then the cross-correlation of {a*} with yields 

Y a* . a... - m 6m°d N . (Bll) 
l+J Jk 

In our example, {ag, a*, a*} = {-1, 1, 1} so that 

j Q
 a£+j ai+k = ( 0 + 1 + 1 ) = 2 f o r J = k 

= (0+1-1) = 0 for . 

Proof of Property 2 

The proof follows directly from the definitions: 

N-l a ^ - c 1 N-l c N-l 
J 0 1-c ai+k = ai+j ai+k ~ ai+k 

- -j^[m(l-c) N + mc - cm] . (B12) 

Property 3 

The summation over all terms in the inverse sequence {a*} gives 

N-l 
I a* » 1 . (B13) 

i=0 
In our example a* + a* + a* = - 1 + 1 + 1 = 1 . 
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Proof of Property 3 

The proof follows directly from the definition of a*, and from 

Eqs. (B2) and (B6): 

N-l , N—1 
I = R B I = -rr(m-cN> = 1 • <B1Z»> 

i=0 1 i~ C i=0 

Property 4 

The summation over the square of the terms in the symmetrized 

sequence gives 

Y < a * ) 2 = ^ . (B15) 
i=0 x 

In our example ag2 + a*2 + a2|2 = 3, and = j^jy^ = 

Proof of Property 4 

Again the proof follows directly from the definition of a*, using 

Eqs. (Bl), (B2), and (B6) 

£(a*)2 - C ^ ) 2 T c a ^ O 2 = Y ( a ? - 2 a c+c2) 
i 1 ^ 1 = 0 i=0 

= (-r-̂ -) 2 (m-2cm+czN) = . (B16) ±-c ±—c 

Property 5 

This property is required for evaluation of the variance [see 

Eq. (A8)] : 

X V i ( a S - j ) 2 = <B 1 7> n=o 
2 In our example 0 + 1 + 1 = = 2i 
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Proof of Property 5 

The proof follows from the definition of a*, using Eqs. (Bl) and 

(Bll), and noting that a . a* . = a .: n-j n-3 n-i 

N-1 a
n--~ c 1 N~ 1

 c
 N _ 1 

J a . a* . = -= J" a . a . a* . - - Y a . a * . n-x 1-c n-j 1-c n-i n-j n-j 1-c n-i n-j 

= ~ ~ m(l-c) 6. . + mcl - -r—— m <5. . 1-c L ij J 1-c ij 

= ~ [ ( l - 2 c ) 6 + c] . (B18) 

Property 6 

If N' is any integer which has no common divisors with N, then 

N-1 iN +i lN'+k lk i=0 

since iN' (mod N) covers the entire range of values from 0 to N - 1. In 

our example with N = 3, take N' = 5 . Then i = 0 gives iN' = 0 , i = 1 

gives iN' = 5(mod 3) = 2, and i = 2 gives iN' = 10(mod 3) = 1. 

Proof of Property 6 

Set p = iN'. As i varies from 0 to N - 1, p also spans the entire 

range of i from 0 to N - 1 (though not necessarily in order). Suppose 

this were not so; i.e., suppose for i 4 i' we had (iN* = i'N') (mod N). 

Without loss of generality, take i > i'. This would mean that there are 

integers q, r, and s with 0 <_ q < N, such that iN' = q + rN and i'N' = 

q + sN. Subtracting these two equations gives (i-i') N1 = (r-s) N. 
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Since N and N' have no common divisors, this equation requires that 

i - i' = tN(and r - s = tN*) where t is some integer >_ 1, which cannot 

be true since N > i > i' ^ 0. 
N-l 

Therefore, the summation in Eq. (B17) may be written Y a a 
p = 0 P J p 

which is exactly 

Property 7 

If {ai> is a PRBS of period N and duty cycle c, and {t^} is a PRBS 

of period N' and duty cycle c'» and N and N' have no common divisors, 

then 

L-l 
J Q ai+a ai+B bi+Y bi+£ 

= m[(l-c) 6 ™ d N + c] m* [(1-c') 6 ™ d N' + c'] (B20) 

where L = N N ' , m = l + c(N-l), and m' = 1 + c*(N'-l). 

Proof of Property 7 

L-l N'-l N-l 
Replace i by kN' + j, and I by I I . Note that b , 

i=0 j=0 k=0 ^ J + Y 

s b..^. Then Eq. (B20) can be written 

N'-l /N-l \ 
bj+T V ^ , aur+j4« ̂ '-fj+p) * (B21) 

N-l 
By property 4, the quantity in parenthesis is equivalent to £ a a L

n n+a n+P n=0 
and both sums in (B21) are of the form (BI). 
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APPENDIX C. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF PRBS PULSING AT ORELA 

Assuming that pseudorandom pulsing of ORELA can be achieved by means 

of a mechanical chopper placed in the beam line, at least two other appli-

cations suggest themselves. The first is a method of increasing resolution 

without shortening pulse width. The second is a method of performing double 

time-of-flight experiments with a single detector. The theory behind both 

applications is presented here without comment on the ease or difficulty of 

implementing such procedures and without comparison of these procedures to 

others which might accomplish the same objectives. 

1. Increasing Resolution 

Consider an arbitrary location along the beam line between the source 

and the detector. At this location the burst has spread in time as shown 

in Fig. 16. A PRBS chopper of period N inserted at this point can be used 

to increase time resolution by dividing this time spread into M channels 

of width 6, with M <_ N. 

If a neutron of energy E^ requires time t^ to travel from chopper to 

detector, the number of counts recorded by the detector is 

M-l N b _ 1 

' k ^ = * j 0
 Ri ^ V ^ ' V anNb+j <C1> 

where <f>̂  is the flux of particles of energy E^ reaching the chopper at 

time j6 and R^ is the sample response to neutrons of energy E^ (R^ is in 

fact the quantity of physical interest). All times are given relative to 

the time at which the fastest neutron reaches the chopper. The PRBS 

member a „ represents the state of the chopper at this reference time; 
b 
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Fig. 16. Time sequence for neutron production and detection with a mechanical 
PRBS chopper inserted into the beam line. Resolution is thereby increased because 
the time at which the neutron leaves the source is more precisely determined. 
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anN + " r e P r e s e n t s state of the chopper at time j0. The factor I 
b J 

in Eq. (CI) is the number of times the experiment is repeated, i.e. the 

number of bursts divided by N. 

If channel widths at source and detector are equal to channel widths 

at the chopper, Eq. (CI) becomes 

Nb-1 
Zk n > = £ * Ri *i,k-i anN,+k-i < C 2 ) 

i=0 b 

where k labels the time between bursts, 0 < k < N, , and n labels the 
— b 

particular burst or, equivalently, the state of the chopper in the PRBS 

sequence at the reference time, with 0 < n < N. In order for the NN, 
— b 

quantities to be unique, it is necessary that N and N^ have no 

common divisors; otherwise t a
n N } would not span the entire set {a.}. 
b 

To extract the sample response from Eq. (C2) , multiply by the inverse 

sequence {a „ ., .}: nN.+k-i b J 

, N-l , . 
fcR. 4>. t • = ~ I K a* .. . . (C3) J J»k-j m k nNb+k-j 

This expression can then be summed over k to give a result dependent only 

on energy and independent of detector time 

N-l M+i-1 . . 
JIR. 9. = - I I Zln) a* „ . . (CA) j 1 m L

n . L. k nN,+k-i v 
J J n=0 k=j b J 

Here is the sum of the flux of neutrons of energy E^ reaching the 

chopper at all times, that is 
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M+i-1 M-l 
•j - I k-i - I • - k • (C5) 
J k=j J ' k J k=0 J , k 

Limits on the sums over k in Eqs. (C4) and (C5) explicitly express 

the restriction that d>. , = 0 for k > M. 

From Eq. (C4) the variance can be shown to be 

N-i M-M-J. , . 
Var(ilR. V I j < n ) ( a * .)2 . (C6) 

Equations (C4) and (C6) can be used to evaluate the sample response 

R. and the variance, once the flux 0. is established to sufficient accuracy. J 3 

This flux can be measured by removing the sample from the beam line and 

recording 

Nb-1 

^ " J Q *i,k-i a n V k - i * <C7> 

Multiplication by the inverse sequence gives 

i N _ 1 r \ 
V * . . . = - I Yi n ) a* .. . j»k-J m t Q k nNK+k-j 

(C8) 

which in turn can be summed over k to give 

N-l M+i-1 . . 
£ ' V « * J. ( C 9 ) 

J n=0 k=j b J 

with variance 

N-l Mfi-1 , , 
T a r W - J r I I Yk ( aSN+k-i ) 2 * < C 1 0 ) 

J m n=0 k=j K " V * 3 
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2. Double Time of Flight 

In order to measure both incoming and outgoing energies for a neutron 

impinging on a sample, we introduce a PRBS chopper of period N at the 

location of the sample, as shown in Fig. 17. Let S „ represent the signal 

for neutrons of incident energy E.. and outgoing energy E^; t^ represents 

the travel time from source to sample and t^ the travel time from sample 

to detector. At time t^ for the n t b burst the detector records 

counts, 

Nb-1 Nb-1 

^ " I I *Sij anN,+i " W V <C11> 1=0 j=0 b J 

where there are N, time channels between bursts, and a „ represents the 
h b 

state of the PRBS at the time of the n burst. The factor £ indicates 

the number of times the experiment is repeated; here £ is the number of 

bursts divided by N. If channel widths at the chopper are equal to those » 

at the source and detector, Eq. (Cll) reduces to 

k ^i,k-i &nN,+i i=0 b 

k 
z r ' = I US. , . a „ . . (C12) 

Here the implicit restriction S^. = 0 for j < 0 has beerf" made explicit 

by choice of the limits on the summation. 

If N and Nb have no common divisors, Eq. (C12) may be multiplied by 

the inverse function {a* , } to yield nN,+r b 

I £S, . , S?od N = ! Y Z< n ) a* . . 
i £ 0

 i r m n = 0 k n H b + r 

(C13) 
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Fig. 17. Time sequence for neutron production and detection in a double-
time-of-flight experiment, with a mechanical PRBS chopper inserted into the beam 
line at the position of the chopper. Use of the PRBS chopper allows measurement 
of both incoming and outgoing neutron TOF's simultaneously. 
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The right-hand side of this expression will always be equal to S^ 

only if the ranges of i and r are properly restricted, that is only if 

i and r cannot be greater than N. The range of i is 0 < i < N < N, , — s — b 
where N is the number of channels i for which nonzero signals S.. occur, s ij 
The range of r is 0 < r < N, since larger values of r would be redundant 

(that is. a „ , ,„ = a „ . ). Therefore N must be chosen greater than * nN.+r+N nN,+r b b 
N in order to give s 

_ = i Y Z<n> a * V r . (C14) 3 = I I z <n> a* 
r,k-r m k nh 

The variance for this signal is 

= Zk n > < C 1 5 ) 
n=0 K 

which can be written in terms of S.. as ij 

N-1 
= I *Si,k-i I a n N K + i ( a W 2 ' ( C l 6 ) 

' 1=0 ' n=0 b b 


